Fortune 500 corporations and leading national law firms trust the EMRG® team of HB
Solutions to help minimize the risks and costs associated with e-discovery in some of their
largest and most challenging legal disputes. The EMRG team provides a wide range of
services relating to e-discovery strategy, data preservation, data collection, processing,
review and production. The team’s predictive coding technology professionals are at
the leading edge of applying technology-assisted review and dataset analysis to complex
litigation and investigations. Our comprehensive e-discovery solutions are powered by
an innovative proprietary methodology which acts as an efficiency engine to increase
document review accuracy by up to 70% and reduce review time and costs by up to 50%.
What Makes Us Different
When you work with our EMRG team, there are no
sales-service handoffs. The team members you initially
meet to discuss your objectives are the consultants
who will be doing the work every step of the way. The
EMRG team’s benefits also go well beyond our industryleading technology. While other litigation support
vendors understand data analytics and provide software,
our trained litigation support specialists have a deep
understanding of the needs of trial attorneys through
extensive experience working in law firms and working
closely with attorneys, in and out of the courtroom, on
a daily basis. This understanding differentiates us from
other litigation support vendors
and provides real-world insights which can help
drive positive outcomes.

EMRG has invested
millions of dollars in
developing proprietary review
platform workflow and
deduplication procedures which
further enhance the efficiency,
speed, accuracy and defensibility
of predictive coding, resulting
in significant cost savings
for our customers.

Our EMRG team’s litigation support experience and cutting-edge technology has made us the team
organizations, including leading national law firms, trust to protect their best interests by minimizing the
risk, time and expense of e-discovery in their biggest and most difficult legal challenges.

The
EMRG
Advantage
Greater accuracy and
precision than human
review alone through
customized software that identifies
inconsistently coded documents
through probability analytics. This provides
the ability to present documents as
individual unique documents in a
review workflow or in context
with other documents in a
production workflow.

Enhanced defensibility
and verifiable results by
demonstrating to the court and
opposition the due diligence to
produce relevant documents and that
coding decisions can be evaluated to
a statistical certainty. This seamless
solution addresses and provides
understanding of every step of the
e-discovery process allowing the
customer to see a fully managed
process without their need
to intervene.

Strategic early case
assessment opportunities by
organizing and prioritizing
documents around core concepts and
involving the attorney early on to provide
a clear sense of where the case is going.
This approach provides greater flexibility to
develop different strategies for the
same case. Because we collect,
process and host the document
set, we are able to adapt
our workflow to any
reasonable requirement.

HB SOLUTIONS llc is a consulting subsidiary of the law firm of Harris Beach pllc. It was established
to provide non-legal consulting services to organizations and individuals in the private and public sectors
across numerous industries. In addition to EMRG® (E-Discovery Management Resources Group), its
consulting services include:
• Affordable Care Act Compliance
• Collegiate Sports Compliance
• Data Privacy and Cybersecurity
• Economic Development and
Public Affairs

• Educational Institution
Assistance
• Energy
• Health and Human Services
• Human Resources

• Information Technology
• Marketing and Communication
Services
• Municipal and Local Agency
Assistance
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Faster reviews through
proprietary predictive coding
and concept clustering software
that allows reviewers to identify
clearly responsive and non-responsive
documents in the collection
quickly, thereby greatly
reducing the overall
review burden.

